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So how does this work, and 
how does it influence your 
business positively?

It’s like getting fresh eyes, opinions 
and perspectives that can unstick 
the way your business has been 
doing things. I work with any sized 
companies as well as start ups.

It can involve one on one sessions, group 
workshops, collaborative projects or “simple sit 
ins” at meetings. It’s totally flexible and always 
customised to specific requirements.

It can be for a morning, a day, a week or longer. 
There are no set rules, because it’s very much 
about not business as usual. Just give me a buzz 
for a chat - 0414339900

One day at a time

Agent of Possible

Not 
business
as usual

· Strategic Modeller

· Disruptive Innovator

· Brand & Creative Strategist

· Media Provocateur

· Organisational Transformer

· Organisational Insight Therapist

· Fire Starter

· Co-Creation Facilitator

· Next Practise Advisor

· Design & Systems Thinker

· Free Thinker

· Enemy Of Average



In times 
of change, 
nothing is more 
dangerous than 
yesterday’s 
success.

The greatest obstacle to change is that we are 
trapped inside our world view – our underlying 
mental frame of reference for the world, and 
our belief system that drives the decisions we 
make and the things we do. The Germans have 
a word for this: Weltanschauung

I’ve worked with many companies who are 
trapped inside their Weltanschauung. It 
becomes the enemy of difference, originality, 
creativity and curiosity. It puts the handbrake 
on change, and nobody can even see that it’s 
happening.

No one disagrees with anyone else in a 
substantive way. When asked for an opinion, 
they’ll check with their boss, or swiftly agree, 
or hide through clichés.

I am offering my services as an agent of 
change to like-minded companies. You 
won’t require me to turn up to work five 
days a week – that might drive you crazy. 

Instead, you may choose to engage me once a 
week, once a month, or on a particular change 
program or project. Unstick your team and 
your business. Step up.

Questions are discouraged and giving 
answers is avoided. No-one contradicts a 
position already taken.

People avoid conflict and accountability 
by not talking to each other. All because 
the company Weltanschauung rules 
supreme.

What many companies need is an Agent 
of Change (in Residence).

Someone who sees what you don’t see, 
who will instigate different conversations, 
and who will open up the doors and 
windows of possibility and opportunity 
for your business in a changing world

There is no risk in being better informed.

The story

The sell



I have spent more than 30 years in the boardrooms 
of companies in South Africa, the UK and Australia – 
listening, learning and acting to create meaningful 
change across a myriad of issues.

I have developed strategic plans and implemented 
them for businesses and brands across every 
business category as well as government.

Grey Advertising - Global Multinational Agency – South Africa Account Director

Saatchi & Saatchi - Global Multinational Agency – Australia Group Account Director

Neo One - Independent Full Service Agency – Australia Owner

ISS Marketing - ASX Listed Part Of Enero Experiential & Shopper Marketing Agency CEO

Below + Beyond - Independent Experiential & Shopper Marketing Agency – Australia Owner

MKTG Global Experiential and Sports Marketing Agency – Australia National Strategic Director

Advisory Projects - Cross Categories from finance, saas & services

Target Tradies Site Visitation Ooh Media In Construction - Ongoing

Site Safety Alliance - Safety And Wellbeing Program & Platform Construction - Ongoing

I have worked for multi-national 
companies as well as started 
run, built and sold my own 
independent businesses.

And I hold several Advisory roles 
in different businesses.

My life and work experience 
is diverse and varied

Career path

Other areas of involvement

Where I accumulated my experience

An outside 
opinion.
A fresh 
perspective.
A push along 
or an unstick.
Just might do 
the trick.



Some major category 
& brand experience

Highlights

Hotel Tourism - SPHC, Sun International, Peppers Hotels and Resorts

Alcohol - Cub, Lion, AVL, Suntory, Brown Forman, Accolade Wines, Think Spirits

Automotive - Lexus, Porsche. Citroen, Aston Martin, MG

Finance - Imb, Commonwealth Bank, Hcf

FMCG - Freedom Foods, Parmalat, Coca Cola,, Goodman Fielder

Government - Abs - Census, ATO Superannuation

- Launch of Benson & Hedges Night Cricket for South African Cricket Board

- Launch of Lexus Australia for Toyota- Top selling luxury marque in first year.

- Managed the MYOB Business from launch for 9 years securing its No.1 position

- There are many more of these, collected over 30 years of cross category adventure.



Education Real Life Interests
Bachelor Of Arts -  English Sociology & 

International Relations Majors

Diplomas - Journalism - Business Management

Global Economics Politics and Sustainable Systems

Music - Deep Electronic - Dj, Production

Travel - Favourite cities? Paris/ New York

Cooking - All cuisine, specialising in making chilli sauce

Cars - I’ve owned over 40, what a lovely waste of money

Involve Your Kids Meet Wild Things Visit Places Be a DJ Stay Honest

Be A CookBuild A KombiTry New Things



“Michael just gets it. I engage him on our all 
our new fintech projects and hevery quickly 
focusses our people, brands and comms. He 
has a depth of understanding and an energy to 
deliver succinctly, that is rare.”

Paul Crawford - Private Investment

“We involved michael to assist us in simplifying 
and clarifying our core businesspropositions for 
our launch web strategy and site. The process 
was very smoothand the result on point.”

Mandeep Sodhi - 
Founder Effi Mortgage Platform

“When it comes to unpacking complex 
information and translating it into simpleeasy to 
understand key propositions, michael has a gift. 
His sessions are bothconstructive and fun.”

Roger Cohen - Founder c2zero

“What he does always surprises me. 
He’s wired differently. And its genius.”

Liam Ellis. 
CEO Cingular Orthopaedic Instruments

“I’ve hired Michael on many projects over the years. 
Ranging from brandingthrough to online ai driven 
financial model portals. He has a way of getting 
to the crux of the idea and reformulating it in an 
original way that makes it simple to understand.

Bill Salouris - CEO Global Capital Finance

“If you want a fresh perspective on what you’re 
doing or an innovative solutionto an old 
problem, getting michael in for a few sessions 
is a must. I’ve used himover the years of varied 
projects and its always been productive.”

Rolf Krecklenberg - 
Managing Director Endeavour College

“Michael has great qualities as a visionary, and 
is a leading expression always ahead of where 
everyone else is prepared to settle. Visionaries 
like this need to be listened to and their 
realisations activated, otherwise their great 
awareness gets lost in the ‘i told you so’ files .”

Gabrielle Caplice -
Counsellor and Healing Practitioner

Currently 
available for 
short term 
contracts & 
consulting

No need to take my word for it



Get in touch for a chat

- 0414 33 99 00
- EMAIL
- WEBSITE
- Linkedin

mailto:michael%40Blumberg.com.au?subject=Hello%20Michael
http://www.blumberg.com.au
http://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-blumberg-a501261b1

